Understanding Primo Levi

April 22, 2022 · Wyndham Alumnæ House

ground floor · accessible entrance and parking available

10:00 am · Symposium on Primo Levi in Honor of Nicholas Patruno:
  Roberta Ricci & Alessandro Giammei
  Millicent Marcus · Yale University
  Julian Bourg · Boston College
  Gaetana Marrone · Princeton University

2:00 pm · Poster Session by Students of ITAL313 "Primo Levi, the Writer":
  Ava Blumer
  Maia Carvalho
  Elise DeBiasio
  Camryn Karis-Sconyers
  Joseph Lukner
  Ava Panetto
  Lake Sanchez
  Olivia Schaffer
  Eleanor Taylor
  Meenakshi Thirumurti

3:00 pm · Roundtable: Remembering Nicholas Patruno
  Tommasina Gabriele, Nicola Gentili, Marissa Golden, David Karen, George Pahomov, Brunilde Ridgway, Darby Scott, Azade Seyhan, Ute Striker, Nancy Vickers, Julia Farmer '99, Jessi Harvey '09, Allison Galea '04, Rachel Lavenda '08, Jessica Lee '08, Emilia Otte '18, Emily Breslin Markos '04, Patricia Rizzo '77, Elizabeth Schwartz '08, Sofia Bella Vitale '14, Emily Wiseman '11, Francesca Wiseman '81, Sharon Zimmer '70

GIORNATA DI STUDI IN MEMORIA DI NICHOLAS PATRUNO

Co-Sponsored by the President’s Office, the Provost’s Office, the Class of 1902 Lecture Fund
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